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THE SIMPLE WAY TO   SUCCESSFUL SOARING

The Sky Cruiser 2 RTF is the perfect plane 
for leisurely, carefree flying, any day of 
the week!

Long story short...

Because the Sky Cruiser 2 comes mostly assembled 
with everything included, your first flight can be 
within minutes after taking it out of the box.

Everything shown here is included with the Sky 
Cruiser 2: a mostly assembled airframe, 2.4GHz 
4-channel radio system, 2S 7.4V 300mAh LiPo 
battery, LiPo balancing charger and “AA” batteries.

www.knowbeforeyoufly.org
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®

DIDA1050 Sky Cruiser 2 EP Glider RTF
Wingspan: 29.5 in (750 mm)
Weight: 3.8 oz (108 g)
Length: 22.04 in (560 mm)
Requires: nothing!

™

Ready-To-Fly Electric Powered Glider

›  Dromida brings its renowned reliability  
 to R/C gliders, making the Sky Cruiser 2  
 the ideal aircraft for pilots of all skill levels

›  Fly with confidence: the Sky Cruiser 2’s  
 virtually unbreakable EPO foam  
 construction can survive most crashes

›  Compatible with Futaba® S-FHSS  
 transmitters

›  The pusher style prop design helps  
 facilitate safe launchings and landings

From the Experts:
The Sky Cruiser 2 is the glider everyone can enjoy! 
Beginners will enjoy the Ready-To-Fly convenience and 
forgiving foam construction. Intermediate and expert 
pilots will appreciate the secure control of the S-FHSS 
protocol. Everyone will love how easy and fun flying the 
Sky Cruiser 2 can be!
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RUGGED AND READY-TO-FLY

With its dual motor power — and the many 
advantages of Dromida engineering — the 
Twin Explorer transcends trainers!

From the Experts:
 The Twin Explorer is the ideal aircraft for first-timers, 
with the bonus of dual motor power! It boasts 
maneuverability that single-motor gliders can’t offer — 
yet withstands crashes that ground other models. Get 
your hands on a Twin Explorer, and get ready for instant 
aerial adventure!

®

Long story short...
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DIDA0010 Twin Explorer Twin 
Motor EP Glider RTF
Wingspan: 18.9 in (480 mm)
Weight: 1.4 oz (40 g)
Length: 15.75 in (400 mm)
Requires: nothing!

www.knowbeforeyoufly.org

Ready-To-Fly Twin Motor EP Glider

™

The Twin Explorer is ready for flying fun right out 
of the box. Everything you see here is included!

›  Tough foam construction provides excellent  
 protection for new pilots and less-than-perfect landings
›  After a quick battery charge the Twin Explorer is flight- 
 ready with just a hand launch
›  For convenience, the 2.4GHz transmitter features a built- 
 in USB battery charge port

A simple hand launch is all you need to get the Twin Explorer airborne.

Powerful twin motors make 
the Twin Explorer more 
maneuverable than similarly-
sized single-motor gliders.



BFGoodrich® Tires and All-Terrain T/A® KO2 Trademarks are used under License from Michelin

Jeep, the Jeep grille and related logos, vehicle model names and trade dress are
trademarks of FCA US LLC and used under license by Axial Inc. © 2016 FCA US LLC.

1/10th SCALE • ELECTRIC • 4WD • #AX90047
READY-TO-RUN

®

AXID9047 - SCX10 II™ 2000 Jeep® Cherokee 1/10th Scale
Electric 4WD – RTR

Length: 22.1” (562mm)
Width: 8.9” (226mm)
Height: 10.5” (268mm)
Wheelbase: 12.3” (313mm)
Ground Clearance: 3” (77mm)
Weight: 4.5lbs (2.04kg) estimated with electronics

For additional items see a complete list at www.GPDealer.com

All steel suspension links

Chassis mounted servo

AR44 universal axle set

Adjustable wheelbase

Officially licensed 1.9 BFGoodrich® All-Terrain  T/A® KO2 tires - 
S30 compound
Officially licensed 1.9 Method Mesh wheels

JCR Offroad Vanguard bumpers and XJ rock sliders

2000 Jeep® Cherokee body

Electronics included

The SCX10 has been the vehicle of choice for scale trail fun! For 
the past 8 years the SCX10 has been the staple vehicle platform 
for scale trail enthusiasts around the world. Axial was one of the 
first companies to embrace R/C rock crawling and the first to 
mass produce a scale trail truck. Axial has been watching trends, 
tirelessly testing, and experimenting to create the next evolution 
of the SCX10. The SCX10 II is the culmination of many years of 
development, furthering aesthetic realism while maximizing trail 
performance. The next generation of SCX10 is here!

The next chapter of the Axial SCX10 begins with true 
technological engineering and scale realism!

www.gpdealer.com    ❘    August 2016 7
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1/10th SCALE • ELECTRIC • 4WD • #AX90055

®

AXID9055 - SMT10™ Grave Digger Monster Jam Truck
1/10th Scale Electric 4WD - RTR

Length: 19” (483mm)
Width: 13.2” (335mm)
Height: 10.6” (270mm)
Wheelbase: 13.9” (353mm)
Ground Clearance: 2.9” (74mm)
Weight: 7.11lbs (3.22kg) Estimated with electronics

For additional items see a complete list at www.GPDealer.com

© 2016 Feld Motor Sports, Inc. MONSTER JAM®, UNITED STATES HOT ROD ASSOCIATION®, USHRA®, 
and GRAVE DIGGER®  are trademarks used under license by Feld Motor Sports, Inc.  All rights reserved.

SMT10™ tube frame chassis

2.2 BKT Monster Jam tires

AR60 OCP-Axle™ - front and rear

Long travel rear sway bar

Heavy duty c-hubs

Heavy duty hydraulic ram stye steering link

Adjustable aluminum 87-125mm shocks

Trailing arm 4-linked rear suspension

Grave Digger replica body

Over the past decade, Axial has been synonymous with crawlers 
and the scale trail community for creating vehicles that inspire 
endless adventure and creative freedom. What’s usually the first 
thought that comes to mind when someone mentions Monster 
Jam? Grave Digger; who’s sitting right up on top! The iconic black, 
purple and green graveyard themed paint job has been haunting 
and thrilling fans for over 30 years. Axial went all out when 
designing the chassis and roll cage for the SMT10™ Grave Digger 
Monster Jam Truck. Very similar to the modern era full size monster 
trucks, this chassis was developed for maximum strength and an 
extremely detailed appearance.

The SMT10™ Grave Digger Monster Jam Truck is 
the first true-to-scale 4WD straight axle Monster 
Jam Truck available on the market today!
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Long story short...

Products for everyone!

®

www.knowbeforeyoufly.org
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Available in four colors!

Download Droneview app

Device not included.
Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in 
the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. 
Android™ and Google Play are trademarks of Google Inc.

XL SIZE. XL EXCITEMENT.   2 EXCELLENT OPTIONS.

DIDE06** XL FPV Drone RTF
Diagonal: 370 mm (14.6 in)
Weight: 525 g (18.5 oz)
Requires: Device for Android 
or Apple, DroneView app 
(download for free from Google 
Play Store or App Store)

DIDE05** XL UAV Drone RTF
Diagonal: 370 mm (14.6 in)
Weight: 450 g (15.9 oz)
Requires: nothing!

Both XL drones feature:

Available with XL FPV:

›  Durable plastic airframe 
›  3-axis gyro and 3 accelerometers for smooth,  
 stable flight
›  Auto Takeoff/Landing – ascend or descend with  
 one button-push 
›  Altitude Hold – easily hover in place
›  Auto-flip – for pro-style flips on demand
›  10–12 minutes of flight time per charge

Dromida XL drones are your one-way 
ticket to unlimited flying action!

From the Experts:
No matter your skill level, there’s an XL drone ready to 
deliver YOUR kind of fun! At over 14” across, both the 
UAV and FPV rule the airspace, with features like Auto 
Takeoff/Landing, Altitude Hold and Auto-Flip that bring 
ease and excitement to flying. And the FPV adds the 
thrill of shooting high-definition video and photos!

Big, bold flying fun is here, with Dromida XL drones. The 
XL UAV offers Auto Takeoff/Landing, Altitude Hold and 
Auto Flip, for the ultimate in aerial adventure. The XL 
FPV boasts all of those same features — and adds a Wi-
Fi enabled 1080p HD digital camera for taking thrilling 
First Person View videos and photos!

Ready-To-Fly 370 mm UAV 
and FPV Drones

Link your mobile device to the 
Tactic DroneView 1080p camera and 
instantly view a live feed. Adjust 
important camera features right 
from the app, such as brightness 
and contrast. Plus, the camera feed 
can be seen and controlled by two 
devices simultaneously. 
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Now with Tactic 
TTX491 radio!

AQUB5719 Bristol Trawler EP Fishing Boat 
RTR w/TTX491
Length: 33.5 in (851 mm)
Beam: 8.75 in (222 mm)
Height: 29 in (737 mm)
Weight: 7 lb (3.2 kg)
Requires: 11.1V 2200mAh LiPo battery, 
charger, (6) “AA” batteries

™

The TTX491 delivers reliable, 
interference-free control — with the 
bonus of a 6-channel TR625 receiver. 
That’s two more channels that you 
can utilize for adding more functions 
— which add to the scale realism.

 ❚ For a limited time, Team Associated is 
making the 1/10 scale APEX Touring Car 
available in kit form

 ❚ Ideal for any modeler who wants to 
experience the joy of assembling a top-
quality touring car for on-road racing or 
drifting

 ❚ Also makes the perfect platform for 
school projects

 ❚ Ready to be customized with your 
choice of motor, ESC, radio system, 
batteries, tires, wheels and body

30119 ASCD0129 APEX Limited Edition 1/10 Scale 4WD 
Touring Car Kit
Length: 17.2 in (438 mm)
Width: 7.5 in (190 mm)
Wheelbase: 10.2 in (260 mm)
Weight: 3.88 lbs (1760 g)
Requires: 2-channel radio system, motor, ESC, 48-pitch 
pinion gear, 1/10 scale touring car wheels and tires,  
190 mm on-road car body, battery, charger

It’s a golden opportunity for you to create the 
APEX Touring Car of your dreams — get yours 
today!

Long story short...

 ❚ Scale details galore, including painted 
fiberglass hull with cabin, trawling booms, 
rigging, masts, rope winch, fish crib and 
working LED lights

 ❚ Arrives fully rigged, with only minimal final 
assembly required

 ❚ The factory-installed power system features 
a powerful 550-sized motor and 30A 
brushed/brushless LiPo-ready ESC with 
stutter-bump

 ❚ A large rudder and 3-blade brass propeller 
make is easy for modelers to maneuver the 
Bristol Trawler

Captain the most authentic-looking fishing 
boat on the water: the Bristol Trawler, now 
controlled by a Tactic TTX491 radio!

From the Experts:
The Bristol Trawler offers so much realism, you’ll feel like you’re 
aboard a full-size fishing boat — and the TTX491 radio system 
adds control options that will have it performing as scale as it 
looks. Just add a 3S LiPo battery, charger and “AA” batteries, 
and you’re ready to spend a leisurely afternoon on the lake.

Long story short...

A FIRST-CLASS CATCH

Adjustable coil-over shocks smooth 
out rough road surfaces; detailed brake 
components add to the kit’s authenticity.

A tough aluminum drive shaft connects 
the front and rear sealed metal gear diffs.

®

Ready-To-Run EP Fishing Boat

APEX Limited Edition 1/10 Scale 4WD Touring Car Kit

®
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THE BUGGY FOR BIG-TIME BLASTING

®

™

Tech Support  217-398-8970 Products for everyone!

®

 ❚ It’s the hugely popular RAIDER MEGA, now “XL” sized for an 
extremely stable platform and more exciting scale looks

 ❚ Proven metal gear diff for durability and reliability

 ❚ Aggressive tread dBoots™ tires mounted on multi-spoke nylon 
wheels for awesome traction on a wide variety of terrains

 ❚ Waterproof radio receiver box, steering  
servo and ESC, for running in all conditions

 ❚ Oil-filled adjustable shocks soak up bumps for a smoother ride

 ❚ Composite side bumpers for added protection 

 ❚ The bottom-loading battery tray makes for fast and easy 
battery access

 ❚ Powered by a MEGA 15T brushed motor; a 2000mAh NiMH 
battery is included

20% larger than 

the 1/10 scale 

RAIDER MEGA!

Equipped with a  
top-of-the-line Tactic 
TTX300 radio system!

Enjoy dependable, interference-
free control, along with:

 ❚ User programmable third channel

 ❚ 3-channel TR326 high voltage 
(7.4V) micro receiver with failsafe

 ❚ Steering and throttle trim and end 
point adjustments

 ❚ Steering rate adjustment

 ❚ Internal antenna

 ❚ 70/30 throttle setting

AR102642 ARAD85** RAIDER XL MEGA 
1/8 Scale 2WD EP Desert Buggy RTR
Length: 18.3 in (465 mm)
Front Width: 11.4 in (290 mm)
Rear Width: 11.8 in (300 mm)
Height: 2.9 in (75 mm)
Weight: 4.16 lb (1.89 kg)
Wheelbase: 13.0 in (330 mm)

With its bold dimensions and powerful performance, 
the RAIDER XL MEGA dominates the competition!

From the Experts:
It’s a bigger, badder RAIDER MEGA — and it’s ready to take on anything 
you can throw at it! The RAIDER XL is super-tough, utilizing many of the 
components that have made MEGA vehicles the choice of more and 
more fans of dirt-blasting action. It’s large and in charge!

Long story short...

1/8 2WD Electric Desert Buggy RTR

 ❚ Each output charges single lithium 
cells, balance charges 2-6S lithium 
packs and peaks 1-15 NiCd/NiMH cells

 ❚ Convenient charge jack for receiver and  
radio packs

 ❚ Simple, push-button setup with 
confirming visual and audio cues

 ❚ Safety timer and solid-state reverse 
polarity and current overload 
protection

 ❚ Memory for storing up to 10 battery 
charging routines per output

 ❚ 110V AC power cable and DC power 
lead with alligator clips for easy 
connection to many 12V power sources

 ❚ Standard and Star® Plug adapters

 ❚ Built-in, 60W AC power supply for each 
output

 ❚ Charge rates of up to 6A for faster 
recharging

DTXP4255
Onyx™ 255 AC/DC Dual 
Charger w/Balancing

The included Star Plug connector is 
100% compatible with the polarized 
power plug modelers use most! 
Plus, it’s easy to grip, installed at 
the factory and designed to hold 
tight until you remove it.
U.S. Patent D749,046 and Patent Pending

AC/DC Dual Charger w/Balancing

If you can own only one charger, make 
it the super-versatile Onyx 255!

From the Experts:
Two independent outputs with identical features and 
functions make the Onyx 255 the logical choice for your 
next charger! It can peak charge a 15-cell NiCd at the same 
time it’s balance charging a 6S LiPo – and do both anytime 
and anywhere there’s AC or DC power. A high-vis LCD lets 
you easily view eight types of pack/cell data and safety 
alerts, even when lighting conditions are at their worst.

Long story short...

POWERFUL, PROGRAMMABLE  
AND VERSATILE
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This is the same powerhouse engine with 
factory-installed upgrades that top drivers 
demand — with classy gold accents!

Long story short...

The rugged Trail Finder 2 turns every overland 
expedition into exciting off-road adventure.

Long story short...

NEWPRODUCT

16 Tech Support  217-398-8970
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With its new look and high-performance radio 
system, the FURY MEGA takes 2WD racing and 
bashing to new levels!

Long story short...

Ultra-light and incredibly compact, GY440 
Series gyros offer the setup ease you want, 
combined with the features you demand.

Long story short...

August 2016   ❘   

NEWPRODUCT

®

®

GO FOR THE GOLD!

GO OFF THE GRID

Speed 21XZ-B Spec II Gold 
Edition Engines

Trail Finder 2 Truck Kit

ADDING FLAIR TO THE FURY MEGA

NEW GYROS – SAME GREAT FUTABA PERFORMANCE 
GY440 Series Gyros

Ready-To-Run 1/10 Scale 2WD 
EP Short Course Truck

 ❚ The highly popular FURY MEGA now comes 
equipped with a Tactic TTX300 radio system 
with TR326 micro receiver

 ❚ The body has a bold new design and color 
scheme, along with foam body washers for 
better support and new bumpers for a more 
scale appearance

 ❚ Body mounts have been reengineered to accept 
more aftermarket short course bodies

AR102651 ARAD38BL FURY MEGA 1/10 2WD EP 
Short Course Truck RTR-Blue/Black
Length: 21.3 in (540 mm)
Width: 11.6 in (295 mm)
Height: 7.9 in (200 mm)
Weight: 4.29 lb (1.95 kg)
Wheelbase: 11.4 in (290 mm)

®

 ❚ Single-axis operation, and S.Bus and 
S.Bus2 capable

 ❚ One-cable connection to the receiver

 ❚ Dip switches select gyro direction and 
mode, with information clearly displayed 
by green and red LEDs 

 ❚ Choose from versions for helis or 
boats, single- and dual-servo airplane 
applications, and even drift cars

Also Available:
FUTM0781  GY440 Heli Gyro
FUTM0787  GYC440 Car Drift Gyro

Also Available:
OSMG2047  Speed 21 XZ-B Spec II Gold Edition Engine*

FUTM0783 
GYA440 Air Single 
Servo Gyro

FUTM0785 
GYA441 Air Dual 
Servo Gyro

OSMG2046 
Speed 21 XZ-B Spec II Gold 
Edition Engine w/T2090SC pipe

*Pipe and header not included

 ❚ The R3 2-speed transmission comes with a fully 
machined billet aluminum case and wider gears 
to allow for more bashing

 ❚ Stay on the trail, day after day, with a drivetrain 
that has the most durable gears RC4WD has to 
offer

 ❚ Packed with detail, the Hammer Transfer Case 
has a cast metal exterior and widened 32P gears 
for durability

 ❚ Cast Yota II axles feature innovative round 
knuckles, new lower mounting points and 
compact, offset pumpkins

 ❚ High-traction Mud Thrasher tires grip the terrain 
securely

 ❚ To commemorate O.S.’s 80th anniversary, the 
popular Speed 21XZ-B Spec II buggy engine is 
available with a gleaming gold cylinder head and 
carb insert

 ❚ A lighter crankshaft, with DLC coating, Tungsten 
weighting and silicone-filled intake passage

 ❚ Modified piston and con rod that reduces overall 
weight

 ❚ Outer head with V-shaped fins for lower CG and 
more efficient cooling

 ❚ Dual-adjustable 21J carburetor for smooth 
acceleration and better fuel mileage

 ❚ Available with or without the T2090SC pipe set

RC4C0054 Trail Finder 2 Truck Kit
Length: 11.3 in (287 mm)
Width: 8.5 in (215 mm)
Height: 5.4 in (138 mm)
Ground Clearance: 2.5 in (57 mm)
Requires: 2-channel radio, motor, ESC, 
6-cell NiMH or 2S LiPo battery, charger
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With four ports and multi-chemistry capability, 
the Pro Quad Charger is the ultimate solution 
for on-the-go hobbyists!

Long story short...

Experience the best for less with Venom Fly 
LiPo Battery Combo Packs!

Long story short...

August 2016   ❘   

NEWPRODUCT

 ❚ Four dedicated 100W power supplies ensures no 
dilution of amp rates when charging multiple packs 
simultaneously

 ❚ The vertical stance means four complete charging 
circuits in the same footprint as many single-port 
chargers

 ❚ Two USB 2.1A charging ports on the back let you 
power USB devices

 ❚ A five-button control interface and backlit LED screen 
make menu navigation easy

 ❚ Supports all popular battery chemistries (NiCd, 
NiMH, LiPo, LiFe, LiHV, Li-Ion and Pb) — a complete 
assortment of charge leads are included

®

Futaba® SBS-01C Current Sensor 
Be “in the know” with your model’s power levels!

Associated® Reedy® Blackbox 1000Z+ ESC/Sonic 
540-M3 Motor Combos
Powerful pairings for demanding drivers!

 ❚ Monitors and displays motor current and battery voltage and capacity

 ❚ A great way to keep track of run/fly times, as well as diagnosing 
problems

 ❚ Can be used with Futaba 18MZ, 18MZ-WC, 18SZ or 4PX transmitter

 ❚ Utilizes S.Bus2 technology

 ❚ These exceptional combos deliver a real performance edge 
for Modified racers

 ❚ The Blackbox 1000Z+ ESC features excellent throttle and 
brake feel, a wide range of adjustability and robust hardware 
for lots of racing applications

 ❚ 540-M3 motors come with a 3-piece CNC-machined can that 
reduces weight while improving airflow, component fit and 
bearing alignment

 ❚ Heavy-duty silver-plated solder tabs reduce resistance, and 
are well supported to prevent internal connections from 
fatiguing over time

FUTM0860
SBS-01C Current Sensor

258C    ASCM0258
Associated® Reedy® Blackbox 
1000Z+ ESC/Sonic 540-M3 
Motor Combos

Also Available: 
259C  ASCM0259  Blackbox 1000Z+ ESC/Sonic 540-M3 8.0 Combo
260C  ASCM0260  Blackbox 1000Z+ ESC/Sonic 540-M3 7.5 Combo
261C  ASCM0261  Blackbox 1000Z+ ESC/Sonic 540-M3 7.0 Combo
262C  ASCM0262  Blackbox 1000Z+ ESC/Sonic 540-M3 6.5 Combo

THE COMPLETE, COMPACT CHARGER

FLY WITH THE BEST — WHILE SAVING MONEY

Pro Quad 100W X4 AC/DC Charger

Fly 30C LiPo Battery Combo Packs

0686    VNRP0686
Pro Quad 100W X4 
AC/DC Charger

25010X2    VNRA9010
Fly 30C 1S 200mAh 3.7V LiPo 
Battery w/E-Flite MCPX (2)

25012X2    VNRA9012
Fly 30C 1S 500mAh 3.7V LiPo 
Battery w/Micro Losi & JST (2)

®

 ❚ Fly LiPo packs are Venom’s lightest, 
best performing batteries — and 
now they’re available in money-
saving 2-packs with plugs included!

 ❚ Bred from Venom’s racing heritage, 
Fly packs utilize top-of-the-line LiPo 
technology for R/C aircraft, and are 
5C fast charge capable

 ❚ Choose from several different 
capacities, with a variety of different 
plug options

Also Available:
25024X2  VNRA9024  Fly 30C 2S 800mAh 7.4V LiPo Battery w/JST (2)
25028X2  VNRA9028  Fly 30C 3S 1300mAh 11.1V LiPo Battery w/UNI 2.0 (2)
25051X2  VNRA9051  Fly 30C 3S 800mAh 11.1V LiPo Battery w/JST (2)
25146X2  VNRA9046  Fly 30C 2S 210mAh 7.4V LiPo Battery w/JST & E-Flite PH (2)
25147X2  VNRA9047  Fly 30C 2S 300mAh 7.4V LiPo Battery w/JST & E-Flite PH (2)
25148X2  VNRA9048  Fly 30C 2S 260mAh 7.4V LiPo Battery w/JST & E-Flite PH (2)

F.P.O.

Hitec® HFP-30 Servo Programmer 
The latest in digital servo testing and programming!
 ❚ Backwards and Forward compatible with all Hitec 

programmable servos

 ❚ Easier to use, with a larger digital interface

 ❚ Operates on a wide voltage range of 4.8-8.4V

 ❚ See the chart to learn how the HFP-30 Servo 
Programmer can maximize the performance of Hitec 
D-Series, HSB-9XXX, HS-7XXX and HS-5XXX servos!

44427    HRCM4427
HFP-30 Servo Programmer

Servo Series

Program Features D-Series HSB-9XXX HS-7XXX HS-5XXX

End Point Adj. X X X X

Direction X X X X

Fail Safe X X X X

Dead Band X X X X

Speed (Slower) X X X X

Soft Start Rate X X n/a n/a

Overload Protection X n/a X n/a

Resolution Mode n/a n/a X n/a

Data Save / Load X X X X

Program Reset X From File X X
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Merchandise 
Certificate$50

Merchandise 
Certificate$30

Flyzone Cessna 182 
Skylane Select Scale RTF
FLZA4000

Top Flite Giant 
Scale Zero ARF
TOPA0712

Top Flite Giant P-40 
Warhawk ARF
TOPA0705

Great Planes Sequence 
1.20 EP/GP ARF
GPMA1232

Great Planes Giant 
Citabria 30cc ARF
GPMA1435

GET FREE MERCHANDISE WITH THESE 
AMAZING AIRPLANES!
   Been thinking about a new plane? Here’s an extra 
incentive to get one now: FREE MERCHANDISE! 
The Really Big Airplane Rebate is going on now, 
and there’s something for everyone in this event: 
electrics, glow-powered, sport models, aerobats, 
warbirds and giant scale, from respected names  
such as Great Planes, Flyzone and Top Flite. And 
when you purchase one by August 31, 2016, you’ll 
receive a certificate worth up to $50!

   It’s easy — just send in the required items after 
you’ve bought your plane and you’ll receive your 
Merchandise Certificate in the mail. Take it to the 
hobby shop where you purchased your model and 
use it towards your choice of quality R/C products 
from over 35 top brands!
   Ask your participating hobby retailer NOW and 
get more than just a great airplane: get great R/C 
merchandise for FREE!

Over 70 airplanes included 
To see the complete list, go to  
Hobbico.com/specialoffers and click on 
the Really Big Airplane Rebate banner. 
You’ll also find all the information about 
the event, as well as a downloadable 
Merchandise Rebate request form.

® ®

™

®



GET A GREAT MODEL...
AND A GREAT DEAL! Merchandise 

Certificate$10
Merchandise 
Certificate$15
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Flyzone F4U-1A Corsair 
Select Scale RTF
FLZA4030

Flyzone Piper Super Cub 
Select Scale RTF
FLZA4010

Flyzone Switch 2-in-1 
Sport Trainer RTF
FLZA3300

Great Planes Matt 
Chapman Eagle 580 ARF
GPMA1281

Great Planes Zero Sport 
Fighter ARF
GPMA1209

Flyzone Calypso 
EP Glider Rx-R
FLZA3004

  
Flyzone Focke-Wulf Fw190 
Select Scale RTF
FLZA4310

Great Planes U-Can-Do 
3D .60 ARF
GPMA1270

Top Flite P-47 Thunderbolt 
.61 ARF
TOPA0955

©2016 Hobbico®, Inc. Void where prohibited. Some terms, conditions 
and restrictions apply, and only while supplies last. Available only at 
participating local hobby shops in the U.S. Rebates apply to purchases 
made between June 1 and August 31, 2016. Rebates are not distributed 
in stores. Official rules and downloadable rebate request forms are 
available at Hobbico.com/specialoffers. Rebate requests must be 
submitted by September 30, 2016. All trademarks are the property of 
their respective owners. 
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Slot car racing at its finest! Race the 
fast classics you’ve always dreamed of 
with this 20ft set.

Long story short...

Products for everyone!

EVOLUTION—FAST CLASSICS
Bring home the excitement of full-scale racing with a 1/24 scale track!

 ❚ 1/24 Scale analog track

 ❚ 1/32 Scale cars—Shelby Cobra and ’67 
Mustang

 ❚ Full track layout for 20 feet of racing fun!

 ❚ Two speed controllers for side-by-side races

20025201 CEFW5201
Dimensions: 28.9 x 19.1 x 4.5 in
Weight: 15.5 lbs

Tech Support  217-398-8970

It has never been easier to take your summer 
fun to new heights!

Long story short...

®

From the Experts:
You’re one fun-filled day of building away from initiating a 
full-fledged flying saucer freakout!

FLYING SAUCER FUN!
Double up on fun with Twin Factor! 

Twin Factor™
Give it a whirl!
Length: 6 in (15.2 cm)
Diameter: 4.3 in (10.9 cm)
Weight: 0.8 oz (22.7 g)
Max. Altitude: 150 ft (46 m)
Features: Laser cut wood, waterslide decals
Recommended Engines: 2 stage launches—
booster stage: A10-0T. Rocket with booster: 
1/5A3-3T, 1/2A3-2T, 1/2A3-4T, A3-4T (first 
flight), A10-3T. Single stage: A3-4T (first flight), 
A10-3T, A10-PT.
Requires: Finishing supplies, launch system, 
engines, starters, and recovery wadding
ESTT7250

Exclusive!First tier of more advanced kits. Features 
laser cut wood fins, balsa or plastic 
nose cones, unfinished body tubes, and 
waterslide decals. Requires beginner skills 
and assembly may take a day.
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1/500 USS SPRINGFIELD
Flying the flag

Throughout a long and decorated career, the USS Springfield served with distinction as a 
Cleveland-Class light cruiser and a Providence-Class guided missile cruiser. Her wartime 
service during WWII consisted of shore bombardment and anti-aircraft picket roles in the 
Pacific. From 1957-1960 the vessel was converted to a guided missile cruiser. In this role, 
she served in the Mediterranean as a fleet flagship. In 1974, Springfield was retired and 
scrapped. Kit features deck guns, display stand, and Terrier guided missiles.

85-0602 RMXS0602 Total Parts: 100 Skill Level: 4 Length: 14.6 in (371 mm)
    

1/25 FAST AND FURIOUS™ 1970 DODGE CHARGER
Quarter mile contender

Dominic Toretto’s jet black Dodge Charger is the most iconic and lasting vehicle in the 
seven-film Fast & Furious franchise. It’s a classic piece of American muscle, revved to 
the max and beating the best the little imports can bring to the track. Just looking at it, 
it’s really easy to see why it’s the most popular car of the most popular Universal Studios 
franchise in history. Kit features detailed, blown HEMI engine, raised rear suspension 
with drag slicks, roll bar, fire extinguisher, and soft black tires.

85-4319 RMXS4319 Total Parts: 122 Skill Level: 5 Length: 8.25 in (210 mm)
    

1/25 1958 CHEVY® IMPALA™

First of a legendary series

Millions of Impala cars have rolled off production lines and across the world, but it all 
started with the 1958 full-size Chevy Impala. The long and low Impala had an all new 
frame and a powerful 348 cubic inch engine. For folks in 1958, the Impala was a solid 
slice of the American dream. Sales of the Impala put Chevy back on top of the market and 
launched a fascination with the type that has lasted half a century. Kit features separate 
chrome trim pieces, opening hood and trunk, fully detailed V-8 engine with Tri-Power 
carbs, and soft black tires.

85-4419 RMXS4419 Total Parts: 136 Skill Level: 4 Length: 8 in (203 mm)
    

1/24 BEER WAGON
Ice cold awesome

The Beer Wagon is a modern show rod expression of the classic Bulldog truck. It is a 
unique creation by Tom Daniel™, the famous automotive designer. It blends historical 
30’s design with the latest in street rod performance. Plus, there are all those classic Tom 
Daniels features you’ve come to expect. Kit features dropped front axle, rear traction 
bars, full load of beer barrels, interior keg with 2 steins, and soft black tires.

85-2453 MONS2453 Total Parts: 182 Skill Level: 4 Length: 6.25 in (159 mm)
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1/72 BRITISH INFANTRY (MODERN)
A lot to live up to

In the first and second world wars, the British Army mustered over 3 million men. Today, 
a much reduced force of just over 100,000 active duty soldiers guards the interests of 
England and the international community. This force is clearly numerically inferior, but 
the superiority of their training, weaponry, logistics, and cooperation with other branches 
of the British Military makes up for sheer lack of numbers. In recent years, the Army has 
fought in Afghanistan, Iraq, and the Balkans. Kit features soldiers in a variety of poses, 
L9A1 51mm mortar, snipers, anti-tank rocket launcher, 7.62mm machine gun, SA80 rifle.

02519 RVLS2519 Total Parts: 56 Skill Level: 4 
    

1/72 PZ.KPFW III AUSF.L
The Panzer that went to Paris

Lightly armored, lightly armed, and in short supply, the Panzer III nevertheless prevailed 
against French, Polish, and Soviet forces early in WWII. Later advances would relegate 
the Panzer III to support roles and obsolescence, but it was the terror of the early war 
effort. Kit features injection-molded tracks with individual links and segments, rotating 
turret, 5cm gun, and decals for two versions.

03251 RVLS3251 Total Parts: 144 Skill Level: 4 Length: 3.5 in (90 mm)
    

1/144 E-2C HAWKEYE
Take a good, long look

Designed for detection at a distance, the E-2C Hawkeye gives its force sweeping 
advantages in command and control over its opponents. This remarkable aircraft can 
detect enemies out to 400 miles, track 2,000 simultaneously, and vector in 40 to 100 
intercept missions all while flying at 400 mph. From the moment enemy aircraft take off 
to the moment they get shot down, the E-2C Hawkeye is watching. Kit features rotating 
props, detailed undercarriage, rotating radar, US Navy decals. 

03945 RVLS3945 Total Parts: 46 Skill Level: 3 Length: 4.7 in (120 mm)
    Wingspan: 6.6 in (168 mm)

1/144 BOEING® 727
Loud and proud

The only three-engine aircraft in the Boeing inventory, the 727 was developed in the 
sixties to satisfy requirements for a more efficient small aircraft that had the reliability 
to conduct over-ocean hauls. With nearly two thousand produced, the 727 can be found 
in airline inventories all over the world to this day. In America, its use has slowly shrunk 
because of federal noise restrictions. Low bypass jet engines make the 727 one of the 
noisiest commercial jet airliners available today. Kit features lowered undercarriage, 
twin engines, display stand, and Germania decals.

03946 RVLS3946 Total Parts: 51 Skill Level: 3 Length: 10.9 in (277 mm)
    Wingspan: 9.1 in (230 mm)
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1/72 F-14D SUPER TOMCAT
Swing-wing smackdown

Variable sweep wings allow the F-14 to cover long distances over the ocean and to 
function as an agile air superiority fighter. The upgraded D variant included improved 
avionics, a full “glass cockpit”, new radar, jammers, and more. Despite the historic high 
quality of the F-14D, it was decided that the type should be phased out as a completely 
new aircraft was preferred to further upgrades of the F-14. Kit features detailed cockpit, 
movable variable-geometry wings, detailed undercarriage, fuel tanks; Sidewinder, 
Sparrow, and Phoenix guided missiles; and decals for a US Navy version.

03960 RVLS3960 Total Parts: 111 Skill Level: 3 Length: 10.2 in (260 mm)
    Wingspan: 10.6 in (268 mm)

1/48 VENTURA MK.II
Over open ocean

Operating over Fortress Europe, the Ventura rapidly ran into problems. It was a big 
improvement over its predecessor, the Hudson, but it still suffered high casualty rates 
against the concentrated anti-aircraft defenses and fighters of the mainland. After losing 
many aircraft, the Ventura was withdrawn to coastal patrol and anti-submarine duties—
tasks for which it was supremely well suited. Kit features detailed cockpit and bomb 
bay, four 250 and two 500 lb bombs, Boulton Paul machine gun turret, rotating prop, and 
decals for two RAF versions.

04946 RVLS4946 Total Parts: 142 Skill Level: 4 Length: 16.4 in (416 mm)
    Wingspan: 12.8 in (326 mm)

1/144 BOEING® 747-400 IRON MAIDEN®

Make Eddie proud

In a uniquely ostentatious display of pure metal madness, Iron Maiden specialized a 
Boeing 747-400 with their logo, Eddie the Head artwork, and album title for their touring 
needs. With space for the band, crew, gear, and stage settings, this Boeing 747-400 
allows Iron Maiden to take their metal to every corner of the globe. Every Iron Maiden fan 
that wishes they could have seen “Ed Force One” up close needs this model. Kit features 
four CF-6 engines, detailed landing gear can be extended or retracted, detailed under-
wing, super decal set with authentic “Ed Force One” decals.

04950 RVLS4950 Total Parts: 85 Skill Level: 4 Length: 19.3 in (490 mm)
    Wingspan: 17.6 in (446 mm)

1/100 MIL Mi-24D HIND
Airpower over Afghanistan

It’s 1986 in Afghanistan and the Soviet-Afghan war has been raging since 1979. So far, 
the Soviet Union has maintained its hold on the major cities and pieces of the countryside 
with overwhelming air power. The “D” variant Hind, with its 4-barrel 12.7mm machine 
gun and under-wing rocket pods is capable of smashing anything in the open and has 
tipped the balance in the Soviets’ favor thus far. But now the Mujahedeen have a new 
weapon, the Stinger missile, and now Hinds are the hunted. Kit features movable main 
rotor, guided missiles, rocket pods, and decals for one Russian version.

04951 RVLS4951 Total Parts: 80 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7.6 in (194 mm)
   Rotor Diameter: 6.7 in (171 mm)  
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1/100 UH-60A
Flight of the finest

It’s 2013 in Afghanistan and the American War in Afghanistan has been raging since 
2001. So far, the United States has maintained its hold on the major cities and pieces 
of the countryside with air power, local assistance, and “contractors”. The UH-60, with 
its high lift and transport capacity, has given American forces the mobility they need to 
respond to hotspots and track down enemy bases, but the Taliban simply won’t leave. 
In 2014, the Black Hawk changes its role from taking US soldiers to war to taking them 
home. Kit features movable main rotor, open/closed right side door, and US Army decals.

04984 RVLS4984 Total Parts: 74 Skill Level: 3 Length: 5.9 in (151 mm)
   Rotor Diameter: 6.2 in (157 mm) 

1/350 GERMAN DESTROYER TYPE 1936
At rest at Narvik

Virtually all of the six Type 1936 destroyers were sent to Narvik, Norway, in 1940 to 
secure vital iron ore supplies for Germany. Five of the six remain there to this day, just 
significantly lower in the water than when they arrived. After initial success, sinking 
Norwegian coastal vessels and landing the invasion forces, German destroyers were low 
on fuel and ammunition and far from home. Bottled up by the British Navy, the German 
ships made a good fight of it, but all were sunk. Kit features full or waterline hull, 
detailed guns, display stand, and detailed superstructure.

05141 RVLS5141 Total Parts: 178 Skill Level: 4 Length: 13.8 in (350 mm)
    

1/72 LUXURY YACHT 108’
Success at sea

Nothing says “success” like a hundred-plus foot yacht on the ocean… especially if that 
Yacht is a Sunseeker—the only luxury yacht brand Bond takes on vacation. Sunseeker 
yachts aren’t just beautiful, sleek works of art; they are emblems of a luxurious lifestyle 
far beyond the means of the average person. So, if the lifestyle draws you but the multi-
million dollar price tag on the original repels you, build this model! Kit features two 
part hull, wood detail, detailed upper deck interior, detailed stern bar, sun beds, tinted 
windows, detailed Arneson surface drives, and display stand.

05145 RVLS5145 Total Parts: 117 Skill Level: 3 Length: 17.5 in (444 mm)
    

1/56 RACING YACHT “AMERICA”
Founder of a tradition

The “America’s Cup” race, the defining event in world Yacht Racing, is named after this 
vessel. It was designed to take speed sailing to a new level. It famously defeated seven 
schooners of the Royal Yacht Squadron in a race and won the now famous “America Cup” 
for New York. Later, the Civil War would see “America” used first as a blockade runner 
and then as a blockade ship! Kit features 12 pounder in the bow, two 24 pounders, two 
piece hull, detailed wood grain on deck, sails, yarn, metal anchor chain, rigging blocks, 
and display stand.

05416 RVLS5416 Total Parts: 175 Skill Level: 4 Length: 25.7 in (653 mm)
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1/1200 M/S COLOR MAGIC
The finest ferry

A combination of ferry and cruise ship, the Color line MS Color Magic is as massive as 
it is majestic. With over 1,000 cabins and 54 suites, plus space for over 500 cars, Color 
Magic is the largest cruiseferry in the world. She operates on a Kiel-Oslo route with daily 
service between Germany and Norway. Kit features one piece hull, power unit, lifeboats, 
full decals and display stand.

05818 RVLS5818 Total Parts: 45 Skill Level: 4 Length: 7.4 in (187 mm)
    

1/32 KENWORTH® AERODYNE®

Classy Class 8

Designed for comfortable, confident long distance hauling, the Kenworth Aerodyne is 
a superior semi-truck. Its bluff, somewhat boxy appearance complements its powerful 
engine and drive system to deliver a truck that makes deliveries a breeze! On the US 
Heavy Transport Vehicle classification table, this truck is rated a Class 8—the largest class 
available. Kit features single piece body, detailed interior with seats and dashboard, 
chrome wheel rims, radiator grill, and exhaust system and much more!

07671 RVLS7671 Total Parts: 57 Skill Level: 3 Length: 8.4 in (214 mm)
    

1/32 OPEL® GT
One rad roadster

Since 1968, the Opel GT has blazed a trail through the European roadster market with 
multiple generations of unique, powerful vehicles. Production of the series was solid, 
but the number which reached America was comparatively low. This status as an import 
and a rarity only elevates the mystique and draw of the car, however. With Opel, you 
always knew you were getting quality… and our 1/32 scale model is no exception! Kit 
features single-piece fully-detailed body, rotating wheels, and decals with numerous 
country’s registration plates. 

07680 RVLS7680 Total Parts: 25 Skill Level: 3 Length: 5.4 in (138 mm)
    

1/32 VW KAFER
Propulsion for the people!

Hitler wanted a car that could be mass produced and easily purchased by every family 
in Nazi Germany. What the world got was the VW Kafer, also known as the “Beetle”. 
Despite its shady origins, this vehicle became the basis for a revolution in the car industry 
with over 21 million produced. It was easy to produce, maintain, and afford, leading to 
a massive increase in automotive ownership throughout Europe. Kit features rotating 
wheels and decals with a wide variety of registration plates.

07681 RVLS7681 Total Parts: 24 Skill Level: 3 Length: 5.1 in (130 mm)
    

 

1/24 LANCIA 037 RALLY “GRIFONE”
Rally ‘round the checkered flag

Introduced in 1982, the Lancia 037 Rally was a mid-engine, rear-wheel-drive, race-
optimized reworking of the popular Lancia Montecarlo. Although it was only used for a 
few racing seasons, it managed to score six major WRC victories in its brief career. In the 
1984 Sanremo Rally, driver Fabrizio Tabaton took his Lancia 037 toward a fourth-place 
finish. A year later, Tabaton captured the Italian Rally Championship title! This limited 
edition kit features one marking option: 1. 1984 Sanremo Rally, 4th place, Team Grifone, 
car no. 11, driver: Fabrizio Tabaton.

20277 (Limited Edition) HSGS0277 Total Parts: 151 Skill Level: 3 
   Length: 6.5 in (166 mm)

1/24 LAMBORGHINI MIURA P400 SV CHASSIS NO 4846
Envy of everyone

Designed virtually in secret by Lamborghini engineers, the Miura was the perfect blend 
of on-road car and racecar. Its exquisite lines, great handling, and powerful V-12 engine 
put the competition to shame. There was simply nothing else to match it on the market in 
the seventies. Adding to its mystique is the rarity of the type—less than a thousand were 
built with only 150 of the P400 SV built. Kit features decals for Chassis No. 4846, full 
restoration for Miura 50 year anniversary.

20278 (Limited Edition) HSGS2078 Total Parts: 116 Skill Level: 3 
   Length: 7.2 in (182 mm)

1/72 F-15J EAGLE AGGRESSOR NO.081
Dedicated to superiority

When it took its first flight in July, 1972, there was little doubt that the F-15 Eagle 
would be an all-out success. But after 40 years in the air it remains one of the world’s 
most successful fighters with over 100 victories. The DJ Aggressor variant was built by 
Mitsubishi® as a two-seat trainer for the JASDF. The JASDF wanted a first-class aircraft 
that could mimic similarly painted Russian fighters. This limited edition kit features 
markings for a Japan Air Self-Defense Force F-15DJ.

02203 (Limited Edition) HSGS2203 Total Parts: 142 Skill Level: 3 
   Length: 10.5 in (267 mm)

1/72 MI-24/35 MK.III SUPERHIND
Serious Soviet smackdown

Heavily armed, heavily armored, capable of carrying troops and now upgraded with 
advanced weaponry and avionics thanks to ATE of South Africa! It’s the ultimate way to 
say “dasvidaniya” to the opposition. The Hind was a staple of the seventies Soviet armed 
forces and it’s still in service with air forces around the world today! Kit features new 
resin and metal parts plus decals for Algerian Air Force Code: ZU-B01.

02209 (Limited Edition) HSGS2209 Total Parts: 182 Skill Level: 3 
   Length: 9.7 in (246 mm)
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1/48 AREA-88 J35J DRAKEN “SHIN KAZAMA”
Activated for anime adventure

Kaoru Shintani’s action-packed manga, Area-88, debuted in 1979. It was an instant hit, 
exciting readers with the exploits of Shin Kazama, a mercenary fighter pilot stationed at 
a top-secret air base called Area-88. In several issues, Kazama pilots a J35J Draken with 
a flaming unicorn head on the tail. The series, which was praised for its white-knuckle 
dogfighting action, inspired multiple animated films and a television series. This limited 
edition kit features one marking option inspired by Japan’s popular “Area-88” manga: 1. 
Kingdom of Arslan, Area-88, pilot: Shin Kazama.

64737 (Limited Edition) HSGS4737 Total Parts: 109 Skill Level: 3 
 Length: 12.7 in (323.5 mm) Wingspan: 7.8 in (198 mm)

1/72 F/A-18E SUPER HORNET USS REAGAN CAG (2 KITS)
Air superiority since 1999

The F/A-18E/F Super Hornet has been an integral part of the US Navy since 1999, 
supporting America’s interests wherever it flies. Super Hornets from VFA-115 and VFA-
195 serve on the USS Ronald Reagan as part of Carrier Air Wing Five (CVW-5), forward 
deployed to Atsugi, Japan. CVW-5 has deployed for Operation Enduring Freedom, Iraqi 
Freedom, Desert Storm and more. This limited edition combo includes two complete kits. 
Kit features two decal options: VFA-115 “Eagles” and VFA-195 “Dambusters”, both 
deployed aboard USS Ronald Reagan to Atsugi Airbase as part of CVW-5.

52143 (Limited Edition) HSGS5243 (2 Kits) Total Parts: 118 x 2 Skill Level: 3  
 Length: 10 in (255 mm) Wingspan: 7.2 in (184 mm)

1/72 EA-18G GROWLER USS RONALD REAGAN 
CVW-5 CAG
Carrier-based electronic warfare
The EA-18G Growler is designed for electronic warfare. The US Navy’s Electronic Attack 
Squadron 141 (VAQ-141) is based at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island. The squadron 
is perhaps most famous for its participation in operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi 
Freedom. In February of 2010, the “Shadowhawks” became the second operating 
squadron to transition to the EA-18 Growler. By July 2011, VAQ-141 was deployed to the 
Middle East on board the U.S.S. George H.W. Bush. Kit features decals for USS Ronald 
Reagan VAQ-141 “Shadowhawks” CVW-5 Code: NF500, Atsugi Airbase.

52144 (Limited Edition) HSGS5244 Total Parts: 177 Skill Level: 3 
 Length: 10 in (255 mm) Wingspan: 7.5 in (191 mm)

1/24 VOLKSWAGEN DELIVERY VAN “EGG PLANE 
GIRLS 2016”
Sizzling for summer
Volkswagen introduced the Type 2 Delivery Van in 1950, and it was a trend-setter 
from the very start. Imitators came and went over the years, but the Type 2 remains an 
automotive icon to this day. In the U.S., it is most remembered as a favorite transport 
of the counterculture movement during the 1960s and 1970s. Models from this era 
continue to be popular with aficionados, who’ve affectionately nicknamed them “vee-
dubs” and “hippie-mobiles.” This limited edition kit features special markings with three 
Hasegawa “Egg Plane Girls.”

52145 (Limited Edition) HSGS5245 Total Parts: 70 Skill Level: 3 
   Length: 7.1 in (180 mm)

1/48 MITSUBISHI F-2B 21SQ RETURN TO 
MATSUSHIMA AB
Obliterated by the ocean
The Mitsubishi F-2B may not be the most famous fighter around, but it is certainly one 
of the most impressive. The F-2 has the distinction of being the first military aircraft 
equipped with Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) radar. Its wing area is also 
25 percent larger than other fighters in its class. After the historic Tohoku earthquake, 
Matsushima Airbase was devastated by a tsunami. All 18 F-2s stationed there were 
heavily damaged with 12 totally destroyed. Now, the 21st Squadron is going back. Kit 
features a special “Return to Matsushima” decal.
07439 (Limited Edition) HSGS7439 Total Parts: 185 Skill Level: 3 
 Length: 12.9 in (328 mm) Wingspan: 9.6 in (244 mm)

1/48 JUNKERS JU88A-10 (A-5 TROP) NORTH AFRICA
Germany’s dive-bombing dynamo

Dive-bombing. Torpedo-bombing. Night fighting. The Junkers Ju 88 could do it all – and 
then some. Over the hot, dusty battlefields of North Africa, the A-5 tropical relied on 
extensive air filters to keep out sand and dirt. Rommel’s Afrikakorps relied on the Ju 88 
for support strikes against Allied armor and positions. The broad-winged Ju 88 could carry 
3-4,000 lbs of bombs to targets at moderate range. Used effectively as part of Rommel’s 
combined arms strategy, the Ju 88 helped Germany reverse Italian losses in North Africa 
and nearly carry the continent. Kit features two sets of decals.

07440 Limited Edition HSGS7440 Total Parts: 250 Skill Level: 3 
 Length: 11.8 in (300 mm) Wingspan: 16.5 in (418 mm)

1/32 P-51D MUSTANG WITH ROCKET TUBES
Rocket their world

Fast, long ranged, heavily armed, and heavily armored, the P-51 turned the tide in the 
air against Germany. The bombers it escorted made it through, bombed accurately 
and rendered the Luftwaffe obsolete. So, suddenly, the Mustang had to change job 
descriptions. Rocket tubes slung under the wings gave the Mustang the ability to smash 
ground installations and vehicles. These strafing runs helped smooth the way for ground 
troops and shatter the infrastructure Germany needed to wage war. Kit features new 
rocket tube parts plus decals for two WWII aircraft.

08244 (Limited Edition) HSGS8244 Total Parts: 125 Skill Level: 3 
 Length: 11.8 in (299 mm) Wingspan: 13.4 in (341 mm)

1/720 LUTZOW HEAVY CRUISER
Packing a punch

Cruisers, by nature, are lightly armored and heavily armed, but Lutzow took that 
philosophy to a whole new extreme. Her main battery consisted of six 11-inch guns! 
She was designed to offset Germany’s numerical inferiority and provide the punch 
the Kriegsmarine needed to knock capital ships out of the fight quickly. Despite her 
advantages, however, Lutzow had a very tough career indeed. Battle damage, conflicting 
orders, and Allied air supremacy kept Lutzow in the repair dock or port for much of her 
twelve year service career. Kit features full or waterline hull. 

0507S ITAS0507 Total Parts: 158 Skill Level: 3 Length: 10.2 in (258mm)
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1/720 ADMIRAL SCHEER HEAVY CRUISER
Devastation at a distance

Another of Germany’s 11-inch gun armed “pocket battleships”, Admiral Scheer was 
more spectacularly successful by far than her sister ships… though her fate remained 
the same. As a commerce raider, Scheer successfully sank over 100,000 tons of Allied 
shipping—a severe setback for the supply situation in Russia and Europe. Once Scheer 
returned to Germany in 1942, however, she was never free to operate in the Atlantic 
again. Though she made a few more sorties, the good ol’ days were over. Scheer was 
sunk in Kiel harbor in April 1945. Kit features full or waterline hull.  

0508S ITAS0508 Total Parts: 159 Skill Level: 3 Length: 10.2 in (258mm)
    

1/72 MB 339 PAN (2016 LIVERY)
Fifty-five years of flight

The 313th Aerobatic Demonstration Group of the Italian Air Force, better known as 
Pattuglia Acrobatica Nazionale (PAN), is based at Rivolto airport, in northern Italy. The 
“313th” was formed in 1961 as a highly specialized acrobatic team intended to represent 
the Italian Air Force. Originally, the team was equipped with the Canadair CL-13 “Sabre”. 
Today the PAN flies the Aermacchi MB 339 A and it is the biggest team to date, with more 
than 10 airplanes. Kit features commemorative 55th anniversary decals.

1380S ITAS1380 Total Parts: 59 Skill Level: 2 Length: 6 in (153mm)
    Wingspan: 5.9 in (150 mm)

1/72 WELLINGTON MK.IC
Wings of the Western Front

Over a thousand overlapped, W-shaped aluminum spars made up the geodesic fuselage 
of the Vickers Wellington. This design, more familiar to airships than aircraft, made the 
aircraft much more resilient to damage than a traditional plane. Flying night runs and 
maritime patrols, the Wellington operated from 1936 to 1945. It was the only British 
bomber to serve continuously throughout WWII. Kit features decals for six versions 
including RAF and German versions.

1383S ITAS1383 Total Parts: 134 Skill Level: 3 Length: 10.6 in (270 mm)
    Wingspan: 14.3 in (364 mm)

1/48 H-34G III/UH-34J
Moving Marines in the Mekong

The SH-34 was developed by Sikorsky in the early ‘50s and used by several countries. 
Used in Algeria and Vietnam, it was one of the last piston-powered helis produced before 
the world switched to turbine power. The US Army and Marines used these as transports, 
MedEvac, and SAR aircraft while a naval version was used for anti-submarine warfare. 
Kit features three decal versions.

2712S ITAS2712 Total Parts: 138 Skill Level: 5 Length: 14.2 in (360mm)

1/48 F-15C STRIKE EAGLE GULF WAR ANNIVERSARY
Soaring since the seventies

Burning oil turns the sky midnight black, but the F-15 hunts on regardless. Far below, the 
infantry and armor race across a blasted, barren landscape dotted with wrecked tanks. 
Up here, the F-15D and E Strike Eagles hunt for SCUDs and SAMs on the ground, but the 
F-15C seeks other prey. A purely predatory bird, the C variant scans the oily air for enemy 
MIGs. Under its careful watch, total air supremacy is assured. Kit features four sets of 
decals.

2763S ITAS2763 Total Parts: 161 Skill Level: 5 Length: 15.9 in (403 mm)
    Wingspan: 10.7 in (271 mm)

1/48 CA.172 SKYHAWK II
Back in the USSR

Taking off from a Hamburg airstrip in a rented single-engine Skyhawk II, a West German 
18-year old man knew he was setting out on an adventure. He couldn’t have imagined the 
implications it would have. From West Germany, he flew to Iceland, then Norway, then 
Finland, then he turned East… towards the Iron Curtain, the Soviet Union and… prison. 
In the midst of the Cold War craze, an 18 year old successfully passed through Soviet air 
defenses and landed, unharmed, just short of Red Square. Kit features German decals.

2764S ITAS2764 Total Parts: 62 Skill Level: 2 Length: 6.8 in (173 mm)
    Wingspan: 9 in (229 mm)

1/24 DAF XF-105
Prime mover

This modern road haulage tractor by DAF is a restyled version of the successful previous 
series. XF 105s deliver reliability, comfort, and performance as well as full compliance 
with strict EU environmental standards. Also, in the event of an accident, the cab provides 
the driver with an extremely high level of protection. Kit features new tires and rims, 
chromed parts, and an exquisite super decals set.

3917S ITAS3917 Total Parts: 180 Skill Level: 5 Length: 10 in (254 mm)
    

1/24 IVECO HI-WAY 40TH ANNIVERSARY
2013 truck of the year

The Iveco Stralis HiWay won the prestigious 2013 Truck of the Year award and it’s 
easy to see why! This sleek truck is perfect for plying the roads and can be spotted 
throughout Europe from the Autobahn to the Appian Way. Iveco itself is a multi-billion 
Euro consortium of companies that has produced sturdy and reliable vehicles for over 
forty years. Kit features a special livery to celebrate the fortieth anniversary of Iveco.

3919S ITAS3919 Total Parts: 325 Skill Level: 5 Length: 10 in (254 mm)
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1/9 NORTON MANX 500CC 1951
Classic conveyance

This glorious English manufacturer made a comeback after the Second World War. In 
1949, this famous single-cylinder 500 conquered the torturous Tourist Trophy circuit to 
win the first world championship race in England. In 1950 and 1951, it was ridden to 
world championship title victory by the fearless Englishman G. Duke. Innovative for its 
time, it was the first bike to use an upper and lower cradle-type chassis. Kit features 
rubber tires and decals.

4602S ITAS4602 Total Parts: 120 Skill Level: 4 Length: 8.7 in (220 mm)
    

1/72 OPERATION COBRA BATTLE SET
Breakout WWII battle set

D-Day was over, but the fight to retake France was just heating up. All along Normandy’s 
beaches a stalemate was developing as hardened German divisions ground down 
American forces in the dense Norman hedgerows. Operation Cobra was designed to get 
Americans out of the bushes and on the way to Paris. With total air superiority and heavy 
fire support, American armor and infantry blasted their way through the German defenders 
and into history. Kit features 32 German and 32 American infantry, two modular houses, 
a Sherman, a Panther, and German and American half-tracks.

6116S ITAS6116 Total Parts: 232 Skill Level: 2
    

1/35 M113 APC
Armored in aluminum

Thick aluminum armor on the M113 was sufficient for stopping the 7.62mm cartridges 
of the Viet Cong’s preferred weapon—the AK-47. Its robust tracks and powerful engines 
allowed it to plow through dense underbrush. Its usual armament of a single M2 Browning 
.50 caliber machine gun could be augmented with a pair of M60s, allowing it to shred 
enemy hard points. No question, if you had to go into the bush, you wanted an M113 out 
front. They weren’t invulnerable, but they sure beat walking. Kit features rubber tires 
and four decal options.   

6533S ITAS6533 Total Parts: 225 Skill Level: 4 Length: 5.5 in (139mm)
    

1/35 T-55 BATTLE TANK GULF WAR ANNIVERSARY
Gulf goliaths

With its high mobility, innovative armor, and powerful 100mm gun, the T-55 was one of 
the most advanced tanks of the post WWII period. Against the Iranians and Kuwaitis in 
Iraq’s previous wars, the T-55 had proved formidable. However, by 1990, they were faced 
with overwhelming attacks from the air and the most modern tanks and weaponry the 
West could employ. Burnt T-55s became part of the landscape of the Gulf War along every 
major route of the advance. Kit features Republic of Iraq decals.

6540S ITAS6540 Total Parts: 206 Skill Level: 4 Length: 6.7 in (170 mm)

AMT® 1/1000 Star Trek USS Excelsior
Transwarp driven to excel
Excelsior is used as a testbed for the new transwarp drive and appears in both “The 
Search for Spock” and “The Undiscovered Country”. In the second of those films, Excelsior 
assists in destroying General Chang’s cloaked Bird of Prey before the conspirator can 
wreck the peace process between the Klingons and the Federation. Kit features optional 
parts for NX-2000 and NCC-2000 vessels. Make your Excelsior excel with the “Aztec” 
patterning decal set available separately from AMT. (AMTS0017)

AMT843/12 AMTS0843 Total Parts: 42 Skill Level: 2 

AMT® 1/48 Star Trek F-104 Starfighter
Just another UFO
For the nineteenth episode of the first season of Star Trek, a very strange event occurred. 
In “Tomorrow is Yesterday”, Enterprise is accidentally sent back to the skies over 1968 
Earth and soon intercepted by an extremely concerned F-104 Starfighter pilot. In the 
ensuing chaos, the F-104 is tractor beamed to bits, and multiple Air Force personnel find 
themselves on Enterprise. Fortunately a quick slingshot around the sun corrects things, as 
you might have surmised. Kit features an F-104 and bonus USS Enterprise kit.

AMT953/12 AMTS0953 Total Parts: 88 Skill Level: 2 Length: 13.25 in (337 mm)

AMT® 1/25 2016 Chevy® Camaro™ SS™ Snap Kit (Silver)
Stand out on the street
With a 458hp V8 under the hood, the 2016 Camaro SS is one of the most powerful of the 
new Chevy Camaros. These Michigan-made movers are just the beginning of the much 
anticipated sixth generation of the Camaro. Their conspicuous good qualities garnered 
them the 2016 Motor Trend Car of the Year Award. Kit features an easy to assemble 
Snap Kit version of the Camaro SS molded in silver.

AMT982M/12 AMTS0982 Total Parts: 36 Skill Level: 1 Length: 7.5 in (191 mm)

AMT® 1/25 1964 Plymouth Belvedere Lawman Super Stock
Sweep the podium
Sales were slack on the smaller, lighter Plymouth Belvedere in the sixties age of “bigger 
is better”, but the Plymouth Belvedere was no pipsqueak. Pack it with a 426 HEMI and 
it was nearly unstoppable. In fact, the 1964 Daytona race had the first, second, and third 
slots all occupied by drivers behind the wheels of Plymouth Belvederes. Not bad for the 
“little guy”. Kit features a specialized Al Eckstrand “Lawman” Plymouth Belvedere.

AMT986/12 AMTS0986 Total Parts: 134 Skill Level: 2 Length: 8.25 in (210 mm)

AMT® 1/25 White Freightliner Single Drive Tractor
Single axle for short runs
Unlike most Semi tractors, single drive tractors have only one drive axle instead of two. 
This model is a daycab version of a White-Freightliner hauler. Kit features parts scaled 
from manufacturers prints—many with chrome plating. Six hollow tires, air hose tubing, 
bumper and wheel hub options, and authentic decals for Consolidated Freightways and 
Allied Van Lines are included to round out the package.

AMT1004/06 AMTS1004 Total Parts: 230 Length: 7 in (178 mm)
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AMT® 1/16 1955 Chevy® Nomad® Wagon
Long ranging fun!
The Chevy Nomad gave Americans a comfortable, economical passenger car that doubled 
as a hauler. Whether you were bringing home the kids from soccer practice or bringing 
home a load of lumber, the Nomad could get the job done! Its sleek looks, utility, and full 
glass greenhouse-esque interior made it highly popular. Kit features opening doors and 
hood, vinyl hoses and wiring, plus stock and custom parts options.

AMT1005/06 AMTS1005 Total Parts: 140 Skill Level: 3 Length: 12 in (305 mm)

Bandai® Gundam 1/144 Full Armor Unicorn Gundam HGUC
Loaded out
If you’re going to go to war in space, go with all your guns! The Gundam Unicorn with 
its full armament load is a truly impressive sight! Kit features: hyper beam javelin, six 
Gatling guns, beam magnum, three shields, four beam saber handles, two beam saber 
blades, two hyper bazookas with grenade launchers, four hand grenades, two anti-ship 
missile launchers, large boosters, multiple hand parts, stands molded to show shields in 
action, and realistic markings by Hajime Katoki.

207581 BANS7581 

Moebius Models 1/25 Batman® Dark Knight® 
Trilogy Armored Tumbler
The city is ours
From the third Dark Knight film, the armored Tumblers were taken over by Bane’s men 
to control Gotham City. Based on the standard Tumbler, these had a partially armored 
roof with a retractable rocket launcher. Bane and his men rapidly overwhelmed the local 
police, threatened Gotham with a bomb, and imposed a revolutionary reign of terror. Kit 
features resin Bane figure, detailed interior, option to build as the Batmobile or as the 
armored Tumbler.
967 MOES0967 Skill Level: 3 Length: 7 in (178 mm)

MPC 1/8 Thunder Chopper Custom Motorcycle
Roam the roads
A v-twin, a custom frame, and a thousand miles of open road to explore. Choppers aren’t 
just motorcycles, they are freedom given form. Thousands of road warriors take to the 
highways and byways of America every year on a selection of cycles as varied and unique 
as their owners. Own your own piece of motorcycle muscle with this Thunder Chopper 
Custom kit!

MPC835/06 MPCS0835 Total Parts: 118 Skill Level: 3 Length: 14 in (356 mm)

MPC 1/25 1980 Plymouth® Volare Roadrunner
“I will fly away”
“Volare”, depending on translation, means “to fly” or “I will fly away”. That freedom 
to explore the world, as if on wings, is what the Plymouth Roadrunner delivered. This 
sleekly-styled automobile cruised off production lines and down the roads of America and 
the world. With thousands produced, the type rapidly became a common, welcome sight 
on the highway.

MPC843/12 MPCS0843 Total Parts: 113 Skill Level: 2 Length: 7.5 in (191 mm)

Polar Lights® 1/24 DC® Comics Harley Quinn VW 
Beetle Snap
One deadly dame
Having first sashayed onto the scene in 1992, Harley Quinn is a relatively new addition 
to the world of Batman®, but she’s rapidly become one of the most instantly recognizable 
figures of the franchise. Her popularity has been boosted by crossovers, independent 
story arcs, and a hefty dose of insanity. Now she gets her very own VW! So whether 
the topsy-turvy relationship between Harley and her favorite green-haired goon currently 
consists of her racing after him or racing away, you know she’ll get there in style!
POL944/12 PLLS0944 Total Parts: 105 Skill Level: 2 Length: 6.5 in (165 mm)

Tamiya® 1/35 US Tank Destroyer M10 Mid Production
One shot at victory
M10s were designed to break the armored tips of Nazi Germany’s Blitzkrieg attacks. They 
were intended as a reserve force, held back from the fighting until it was clear where the 
heaviest concentration of tanks was. Then, the open-turreted M10 would race forward 
and smash the enemy panzers with its 3-inch gun. In reality, the M10 was frequently 
pressed into an infantry support role when regular armor was simply unavailable. M10s 
were deadly to tanks, bunkers, and anti-tank guns alike. Kit features extensive details, 
realistic interior, T51 tracks, open/closed driver’s hatch, commander, loader, gunner 
figures, and two decal options.

35350 TAMS5350 Length: 7.7 in (196 mm)

Tamiya® 1/35 German Field Maintenance Team 
with Equipment Set
Repaired on the road
Vehicles in the thirties and forties were unreliable. War machines under the stress of 
combat in WWII were outrageously unreliable. Tanks regularly broke down before they 
reached the battlefield and damage on the battlefield could render them inoperable but not 
destroyed. Armies needed sophisticated mobile workshops and dedicated maintenance 
crews just to keep things moving. Germany became especially adept at recovering and 
repairing not just their own tanks, but the Allies’ tanks as well! Kit features crane, bench, 
drums, compressor, gas canisters, wire, chains, two figures, tool boxes, and much more!
37023 TAMS7023 

Trumpeter 1/48 H-81A-2 AVG P-40 Variant Aircraft
Making history
When the American Volunteer Group first began planning their expedition to China, 
America was not officially at war with the Japanese. These volunteer pilots would be 
outnumbered and outgunned in a foreign land and largely cut off from any support from 
home. Despite this, many volunteered for the opportunity. With boom-and-zoom tactics 
featuring high-energy dives and sheer tenacity, the AVG managed to down nearly three 
hundred Japanese planes with the dated P-40.

5807 TSMS5807 

Duncan® Freehand™ Yo-Yo Assorted
The original improved!

 ❚ Counterweight included for insane hands-free tricks!

 ❚ High speed ball-bearing axle for longer spins

 ❚ Perform tricks like a pro

 ❚ Slowed response system for longer tricks

3604XP     DTCH3604
Duncan® Freehand™ 
Yo-Yo Assorted
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Bring the bounty of a bumper crop home with 
Harvest Express. This EMD GP40-powered train 
really brings the detail!

Mega Tracks racers are the cool, customizable way 
to race! Every Corkscrew Chaos set has what you 
need to get started on unique courses today!

Long story short... Long story short...

Bachmann Harvest Express Set HO 
Grain galore  ❚ EMD GP40 diesel locomotive with operating headlight

 ❚ Three Canadian 4-bay cylindrical grain hoppers

 ❚ Body-mounted E-Z Mate® couplers

 ❚ 47” x 38” oval of snap-fit E-Z Track® 12x curved track, 
1x straight track, and 1 plug-in terminal rerailer

 ❚ Power pack and speed controller

 ❚ Illustrated instruction manual

00735   BACU0735 
Bachmann Harvest 
Express Set HO

CREATE YOUR ADVENTURE
Flexible track, ultimate excitement!
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Artesania Latina Magnifier w/5 LED Lights
Lit up, close up!

Bachmann Rolling Stock Assortment HO (36)
Rule the rails!

 ❚ Magnifies tiny parts for easy manipulation

 ❚ Five bright LEDs provide clear illumination

 ❚ Perfect for fine details on any modeling project

 ❚ High quality Bachmann rolling stock

 ❚ Assorted roads and lines for lots of options

 ❚ Box cars, steel reefers, 4-bay hoppers, three-dome tank cars, 
gondolas and ore cars

 ❚ Thirty-six cars in all

27022-3     LATX7023
Artesania Latina Magnifier 
w/5 LED Lights

76903     BACU7690
Bachmann Rolling Stock 
Assortment HO (36)

LNLH0003

LNLH0005 LNLH0006

LNLH0007  Mega Tracks Stealth Speeders™ Vehicle Shell Pack
LNLH0008  Mega Tracks Rail Racers™ Vehicle Shell Pack
Shell Packs available separately!

 ❚ 20 feet of TwisTrack™ you can bend and 
shape for stunts anywhere

 ❚ Red (LNLH0003, frequency A) and Green 
(LNLH0004, frequency B) versions 
available—get both to go head-to-head!

 ❚ One race chassis with cool body shell 
included with each set

 ❚ High speed racing action and you control 
the course!

 ❚ Attach your phone to the controller for 
vids, pics, and new designs

Mega Tracks™ Corkscrew Chaos Sets

Mega Tracks Stunt Packs

Tornado Mountain™ 
Stunt Pack
 ❚ 12 feet of TwisTrack 

for newer, higher 
level stunts

 ❚ Totally compatible 
with the Chaos 
Master Set

 ❚ Build Tornado 
Mountain or create 
your own stunts

Twisted Tower™ 
Stunt Pack
 ❚ 12 feet of TwisTrack 

to blast through
 ❚ Tons of construction 

pieces for incredible 
layouts

 ❚ Instructions included 
for Twisted Tower 
or design a track all 
your own 
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